
CHINA BEGINS MAJOR SUPPORT EFFORT FOR RUSSIA 

Not long ago China relied on Russia for more advanced arms, helicopters, jet fighters and ships, but 
Russia stopped supplying China with their best military technology when China started to copy it, knowing 
that China also has hegemonic ambitions and eventually represents a threat even to Russia after the 
West is defeated (by their mutual pact to take down the West). Russia still has the edge in military 
technology, but China is close and is much better at manufacturing and has a larger quantity of 
conventional weapons, especially after Russia has used up so many military weapons and equipment 
during its poor performance in the Ukraine war. So despite China’s occasional negative comments about 
Russia starting the war in Ukraine, Russia has apparently convinced China to come to its aid militarily and 
counter the military supplies flowing into Ukraine from the West. Last week alone, there were a steady 
stream of Russian cargo aircraft flying to and from China loaded with what could only be military 
weaponry as Russia rebuilds and reinforces this winter. US and British military experts expect Russia is 
preparing a massive missile and bombing campaign against Ukraine in the near future. 

 

 
Conservatives who keep believing Putin’s propaganda that this is all just to cleanse Western influence on 
Russia’s border, and that this will somehow challenge the globalists and improve world freedom need to 
correct their flawed analysis. China and Russia are only opposing the Western globalists because they 
intend on replacing the West with their own tyrannical world order, which will not deliver freedom. 

 

 
Russia, after faking the “Fall of the Soviet Union” is still secretly Communist as proven by their ongoing 
alliance with Communist China. Anyone who harbors naive notions about the supposedly benign motives 
of these two countries need only look at the massive ongoing crackdown on protests in China, which I 
also cover this week. The Chinese Communists don’t ever give military aid to other nations unless they 
are allied with communist goals. 

 

 
US and British intelligence are warning Ukraine to prepare for another large scale series of air attack as 
evidence mounts about Russia’s bringing to the battle zone new bombers, long-range aircraft and 
missiles. The Daily Mail has some of the evidence: 

  

Russia appears to be preparing for another large-scale air attack on Ukraine with dozens of bombers 
spotted massing at a key airbase. Two dozen Tu-95 and Tu-160 long-range bombers have gathered 
at Engels-2 air base, near the city of Saratov [about 200 miles from Ukraine’s eastern 
border], alongside fuel tanks, support vehicles, and repair supplies. 

  

Analysts say crates likely containing Kh-55 and Kh-101 cruise missiles - are also visible near the 
aircraft, suggesting a large-scale attack on Ukraine is “imminent.” The attack will almost certainly 
focus on destroying Ukraine's already-battered power and water network which has been pounded by 
cruise missiles and Iranian-made kamikaze drones in recent weeks, leaving people freezing in their 
homes. 

  

Arda Mevlutoğlu, a military analyst, told the magazine: “The unusually high number of bombers on the 
tarmac is an indication of an increase in operations, if not an imminent large-scale attack.” 

 

 
The new question military analysts are focusing on is, “are they getting new missile supplies from 
China?” Strangesounds.org submitted this evidence from watching aviation traffic between Russia and 
China: 

  

Flights [are being] conducted almost daily! The Russian Federation has deployed it own air bridge to 
China, while An-124s cargo planes frequently turn off their transponders… [so they can’t be tracked 
by Western trackers like Flightware.com]. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11490183/Imminent-large-scale-attack-Ukraine-feared-Russian-bombers-mass-air-base.html
https://strangesounds.org/2022/11/flights-conducted-almost-daily-is-xi-delivering-weapons-to-putin-russia-actively-supplies-something-from-china-with-an-124-cargo-planes-almost-every-day.html


  

Flight tracking services record regular flights of the An-124 Ruslan heavy cargo transport aircraft of 
the Russian company “Volga-Dnepr” to China. At the same time, Russia’s planes do not always turn 
on the transponder, which makes it difficult to track them. In general, we are talking about ten flights 
over the last week. 

 

 
Flying with transponders turned off is not allowed by aircraft transiting international boundaries, unless 
they do so by prior arrangement for secrecy. Obviously Russian cargo planes heading to neighboring 
China stay inside their own boundaries and don’t have to worry about international flight rules. 

 

 
As a former military pilot, it’s obvious to me that the Russians are trying to disguise the dramatic increase 
in cargo flights to and from China in heavy quantities that can’t wait to be shipped by rail. Perhaps they 
are trying to avoid alerting the rest of the world, perhaps at China’s request, that China is now openly 
aiding the Russia-Ukraine war. Previously, China seemed to distance itself from the Russia debacle, but 
now she seems intent on rescuing Russia from Western military aid which has allowed Ukraine to prevail. 

 

 
But the larger tactical question remains, how do the Russians intend to use long-range bombers over 
Ukraine when they don’t have air superiority over contested areas? The military site The Drive’s “War 
Zone” recently wrote about this new strategy which I summarize as follows. 

 

 
Because Russian fighters fear flying at both high and low altitudes over Ukraine, Russian bombers would 
be even more vulnerable. This might be one reason why Russia has recently moved in Mig-31 long-range 
interceptors that are able to bring down Ukrainian fighters at a range of over 70 miles outside Ukraine’s 
airspace to avoid Ukraine’s S-300 anti-aircraft missiles which can’t reach out that far. 

 

 
The Mig-31 is a very large fighter-interceptor capable of Mach 2 speeds, and capable of carrying very 
long-range missiles designed originally to chase down the US SR-71 blackbird (which, in part, led to its 
retirement). These Russian standoff interceptors have already downed two Ukrainian fighters, according 
Russian sources. 

 

 
I suspect the MIG-31s could be used to clear Ukrainian airspace so that the bombers with electronic 
counter measures can operate over Ukraine. Russian bombers would indicate that Russia intends to start 
bombing Ukrainian military bases and perhaps even cities. Putin is getting desperate to turn the tide in 
this war as most Russians grow weary of the manpower drain. Over a hundred thousand soldiers and 
conscripts are never coming home. 

 

 
Meanwhile Foreign ministers from various countries in the NATO alliance are in Romania this week to 
plan more military aid and electric generators to try and keep Ukrainians from freezing during the winter 
due to repeated Russian air and missile strikes against Ukraine’s power networks. 

 

 
The UK Express noted that Britain is shipping more generators as well as lethal defensive and offensive 
weapons to Ukraine: 

  

The US yesterday confirmed it was sending an additional $400 million in ammunition and generators 
to Ukraine, and was pulling the gear from its own stockpiles to get the support to Kyiv as fast as 
possible with the arrival of winter. 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/russias-mig-31-foxhounds-proving-to-be-a-threat-to-ukrainian-aircraft
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1700834/brimstone-2-missiles-russia-ukraine-war-update-vladimir-putin-zelensky


  

UK-supplied Brimstone 2 missiles provide Ukraine with “new tactical options.” However, Nick 
Brown, Director of Defence News at Jane’s Defense said, “The original-generation Brimstone missiles 
that the UK donated to Ukraine were designed to be launched toward enemy vehicles in a fire-and-
forget mode, with the missiles finding their targets using a millimetre-wave radar... Brimstone 2 is also 
known as Dual-Mode Seeker, adding a semi-active laser seeker alongside the radar. 

  

In addition to equipment, the UK is training thousands of volunteer recruits of Armed Forces of 
Ukraine using battle-proven British Army expertise, with the aim of providing combatants with the 
necessary battlefield skills to defend their homeland. In total, more than 7,400 personnel have so far 
been trained. Canada, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, New Zealand the Netherlands, and 
Lithuania have all joined the training program, and Australia announced it will support from 2023. 

 

 
It’s this kind of lethal aid that is forcing Russia to turn to more aerial and missile attacks before restarting 
their ground attacks in late Spring. 

 

 
CHINA’S WAR AGAINST ITS OWN CITIZENS 

Not since the Tiananmen Square massacre of 1989 has the Communist Party experienced such a 
massive uprising in China against the totalitarian regime. This time it’s over the extreme lockdown 
measures employed by the government to counter it’s well-deserved problem with continued Covid 
infections—although much of the CCP’s paranoia with Covid has to do with false cases—not actual 
deaths. The Daily Mail had the most detailed photographic coverage and commentary: 

  

Demonstrations erupted in at least seven cities - including Shanghai, Nanjing and Guangzhou - with 
violence breaking out between local cops and furious protesters. The largest demonstration appeared 
in Shanghai - home to 26million residents - with many boldly demanding President Xi Jinping resign. 

  

Officers used pepper spray against about 300 protesters, according to a witness, but western 
journalists reported the numbers to be in the thousands. Meanwhile last night hundreds gathered to 
mourn the deaths of at least 10 people in an apartment fire last week in Urumqi in the Xinjiang 
region, where residents were sealed in their buildings to try to stop the spread of COVID. 

 

 
This practice of locking people in their apartment buildings happened to many during the months-long 
lockdown in Shanghai. When the Chinese say “lockdown,” they mean it literally. 

  

It comes amid China launching another mass crackdown on the virus with crippling lockdowns put in 
place across the country, nearly three years after the pandemic started there. The nation reported 
another 39,791 new cases spread across the country - the biggest one-day increase on record - 
including a record 4,307 in Beijing alone. 

 

 
But “cases” are only determined by their constant testing requirements. The more they test the more false 
cases they are going to find. Now comes the Daily Mail’s dose of pure bunk: 

  

But it appears ill-equipped for the latest battle with COVID, with it using its own vaccines, rather than 
approved foreign ones, which do not have the same effectiveness at beating back the virus. 

 

 
A laughable claim if it weren’t so pernicious for its evil and falsehoods. Savvy people in the West all know 
that the vaccines are not only ineffective, they have been deadly to many thousands, and tens of 
thousands are reporting damaging side effects. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11473455/Protests-erupt-China-thousands-streets-draconian-Covid-restrictions.html


  

[These] demonstrations are unusual in this new normal, both in their numbers and directness of their 
criticism of the government. Protesters were heard shouting slogans such as 'Xi Jinping, step down' 
and 'Communist party, step down' and holding blank white pieces of paper 

  

Video posted on Saturday night shows young people fighting with police. People were shouting: 
'Down with the Communist Party! 'Down with Xi Jinping!' 'We want freedom!' Every [one] of these 
slogans is enough to send a person to jail for 10 years 

  

Public fury forced authorities in the far western Xinjiang region to open up parts of the capital Urumqi, 
which has been subject to a punishing 'zero-Covid' lockdown for more than three months. Witnesses 
said one of the protests also occurred in Urumqi where the fire occurred after complaints it worsened 
the death toll. 

  

President Xi Jinping´s government faces mounting anger [over] its 'zero-COVID' policy that has shut 
down access to areas throughout China in an attempt to isolate every case [which is a stupid 
requirement to try to enforce]. 

  

'Han Chinese people know they will not be punished if they speak against the lockdown,' said the 
woman, who asked not to be identified by name for fear of retaliation. 'Uyghurs are different. If we 
dare say such things, we will be taken to prison or to the camps.' 

 

 
The government is now initiating a mix of increased crackdowns and relaxing some restrictions to placate 
the protestors: 

  

In a possible attempt to placate the public, authorities on Saturday announced they had achieved 
'societal zero-COVID' and restrictions in Urumqi and Korla would be relaxed. The government said 
taxi, railway, bus and other public services that had been suspended for weeks would resume. State-
owned China Southern Airlines announced it would resume flights from Urumqi to four Chinese cities 
starting Monday. 

  

And in Zhengzhou, the city government tried to ease public anger by apologising for the death of a 
four-month-old baby. The girl died after a delay in receiving medical attention while suffering vomiting 
and diarrhea in quarantine at a hotel. 

  

During the lockdown in Xinjiang –home to ten million Uighurs, the minority facing persecution – some 
residents had their doors chained shut to prevent them breaching restrictions. 

 

 
But the government knows that won’t be enough—it’s never enough to give a little bit of relief when 
measure are this draconian, and so Xi is determined to clamp down hard before the protests grow bigger. 
Already, despite censors’ attempts to delete social media posts, the avalanche of truth is overwhelming 
the Chinese internet police, as the New York Post pointed out. 

  

China’s infamous internet police can’t keep up with the massive volume of videos unmasking the 
unrest in the secretive nation — as fed-up residents protest the government’s draconian COVID 
lockdown rules. 

  

The feared censorship regime can’t take down footage of the heated demonstrations fast enough — 
while crafty protestors are also using tricks to evade their systems... 

 

 
And so the brutal suppression of protestors continues, Breitbart News reported, 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/china-s-mass-protests-are-overwhelming-its-censorship-systems/ar-AA14KO0i?ocid=msedgntp&cvid=073753e68c5349f1855268dec7c4853f
https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2022/11/29/china-doubles-down-zero-covid-orders-police-hunt-down-protesters/


  

The Chinese Communist Party, through its state propaganda outlets, insisted that it would not relent 
on its brutal lockdown and quarantine policies known as “zero Covid” on Monday, apparently 
responding to, but not acknowledging, protests in major cities nationwide over the weekend. Beijing 
has insisted on “zero Covid” for nearly three years, abruptly trapping people in their homes and often 
leaving them without food or basic medicine. 

 

 
Of course, without weapons, the protestors cannot prevail, and many will eventually die if they persist. 
The fact that so many millions have come out in spontaneous eruptions of dissent indicates that the 
Communists are alienating those that have gotten a taste of prosperity in the years that China pretended 
to open its markets. Now, they are going to make the people pay a huge price as suppression increases 
prior to the coming war with the West. 

 


